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to6090
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www.bunburytrucks.com.au

Considering a career in
Public Transport?
With 13 depots across
Perth and the SouthWest,
there is sure to be one near you.

Bunbury Trucks is the south west’s newest and
largest multi-franchised truck dealership. We are
the authorised Sales, Service and Parts dealer
for
Hino, Mercedes
Benz, Freightliner,
Fuso and
TRUCK
DISTRIBUTION
SPECIALISTS
a range of Trucks and Buses. We also stock the
south Leading
west’s
largestTrucks
range of Quality
Performance
ExperienceUsed Trucks.
Kenworth and DAF new truck sales
and support

45 years’ experience in the transport
and construction industries

YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP
Parts Experts
retail parts outlets
IN THE SOUTHComprehensive
WEST
with experts that are here to help

World Class Support
Servicing all makes and
models of trucks

NEW & USED SALES, SERVICE & PARTS

(08)
9796
8888 CONTACT US TODAY ON (08) 9359 7400
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
Contact 9247 7500 or
download an application form at
www.swantransit.com.au

1 Olive Ct,
Bunbury WA 6230
BIG ENOUGH TO TRUST SMALL ENOUGH TO CARE
www.cjd.com.au | (08) 9359 7400 | kenworthadmin@cjd.com.au
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WA TRUCK DRIVERS DESERVE BETTER
Truck drivers keep the
wheels of industry
turning, its time they got
treated with respect.
The vastness of Western Australian is
unique. Long stretches of road that go
on for miles. WA’s size is beautiful, but
also presents some unique challenges.
Most Australians have no idea or
appreciate the importance of truck
drivers especially Long-distance
drivers.
They are the link in the chain that
keeps the wheels of the industry
turning and food on the table in the
remote parts of WA.
If the Australian public had any idea
of what it takes to get the everyday
essentials from seed to shelf, they’d
have a greater appreciation for our
industry.
And yet, truck drivers who connect
the vastness of WA are operating
in conditions that could only be
compared to that of the third world.
It is time that politicians State and
Federal did something about rest
areas.
I took a motion to the ALP state
conference that will work to force the
Government to move on lifting the
standard of Rest Areas.
The union is also putting pressure on
Mining companies, the big retailers
and construction companies to put
their hands in their pockets and pay for
good, accessible facilities.
These big companies use our roads
for their commercial gain so putting
money back into making life better for
truckies is the least they can do.
In 2019, it is an absolute DISGRACE
that the WA government has not
progressed rest areas to a suitable
standard.
The Transport Workers Union has
been campaigning for improved rest

stops and truck only rest areas for a
number of years.
If this was any other workplace, Work
Safe or the Department of Health
would shut it down and demand
adequate facilities.
The transport industry is the most
crucial industry in Australia, if trucks
stop Australia stops.

report from
State Secretary
TIM DAWSON
the industry’s issues every day to do
something to change its course.
It is time the Government put a
timeline on to fix this.

And we think it will stop if the
It is time to stop talking and take
Government and the industries
action. Truckies deserve better.
that rely on
State Secretary Tim Dawson speaks
transport don’t
to the motion at the State Conference
do something
about bringing
these rest areas
up to standard.
It’s up to those
behind the
wheel, those
who understand
and experience

PART OF THE RESOLUTION THAT IS SPECIFIC TO TRUCK
REST AREAS IS:
PROPOSED NEW RESOLUTIONS:
31. Given the WA Government’s tourism strategy named the
“road-trip state”, is designed to increase intrastate tourism by
encouraging people to drive, will inevitably see an increase in road
traffic. To deal with this increase in use of major roads, which has
been steadily growing over the past years, rest areas on these roads
are being used by more people and as such proper facilities must be
invested in by the State Government.
In light of this, the State Conference calls on the State Government
to invest in two separate types of rest areas for country road users,
within the next term of Government. The Government will consult
with Industry in the implementation of rest areas.
Truck only rest areas must:
1. include plenty of parking for multiple trucks and road trains;
2. have personal care facilities such as showers and toilets,
specific separate male and female facilities;
3. have outdoor rest facilities such as benches and tables;
4. be properly signed to say “truck only rest area” and may
only be used by travellers and other road users in emergency
situations;
5. be at regular intervals on the journey, for safety reasons;
6. encourage facilities to be powered by Solar PV and batteries;
7. have emergency communication equipment in the case of
poor mobile phone coverage;
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BUS DRIVERS WIN!
The Transdev dispute
came to resolution in
July when Bus drivers
won their fight for a
better agreement.

Transdev Bus drivers made headlines with their
protected industrial action. And in
July the dispute came to a resolution
in favour of their claim.

Unless you’ve been
Bus Organiser MARK BYDDER explains
hiding under a rock
these last few months, you might
This was the first time in a long time
have heard about the protected
Bus Drivers have united to make
industrial action these drivers have
lasting change in their industry.
been taking.
The drivers made real gains and are
It was 1 and a half years of
getting taken seriously.
negotiations, 2 no votes and 7 months
of industrial action, before members
overwhelmingly voted YES to an
agreement that will see them better
off tomorrow then they are today.
The industrial action put a strain on the
system and a strain on these guys and
girls pockets.
But despite the strain their resolve
never wavered.
And the lasting effect these drivers
had on their industry will pay
dividends in years to come.
This is what the drivers won:
• Guaranteed yearly bonus scheme
where members can choose to
put their money into either annual
leave, superannuation or receive
as a lump sum payment
• Incentive scheme that sees
members share 50/50 with the
company where there are
savings in motor vehicle
accidents and reduction in
fines from PTA
• More time away from work
• Guaranteed overtime for
permanent employees
enforceable in the
agreement
• A say in rostering through
the joint consultative
committee, including paid
training for individuals who
will specialise in this role
• Union rights including
access to inductions, paid
training days and paid
quarterly Delegate meetings
But the best part of all was
drivers did this with no loss to
their current conditions.
2
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“and despite the strain
the drivers’ resolve
never wavered”
With agreements at Swan and Path
coming up for negotiation, the drivers
and the companies have all been
paying attention. Since the Transdev
dispute, PTA has been contacting the
TWU to consult about what drivers
want.
It shows the voice of the workers
is getting heard and that having the
courage and conviction to stand up
against the odds, does pay off.

The PATH Ahead
Bus drivers at Path are preparing
for negotiations in 2 of their
contract areas, Morley and
Kalamunda.
Surveys will be rolled out over the
coming weeks where members
will decide what they will be
fighting for.
Transdev members led the way
recently, showing it is possible to
achieve positive outcomes when
you stick together.
All drivers are encouraged to
attend monthly BBQ’s which will
be taking place throughout the
rest of this year.
If you are non-union member,
now is the time to get involved
and join your Union.

deserve. And those behind the wheel
are being treated seriously.
TWU members are looking forward
to working closely with Transdev
over the life of the agreement and to
continue leading the way in the bus
industry.

Finally, the rubber-wheeled
workhorses got the recognition they

TWU Organiser & now National Trainer Kari Pnacek
speaks to the platform amendment at WA Labor State
conference for greater safety for bus drivers.

IF RED DOG WAS A FINANCIAL UNION MEMBER,
THEN YOU CAN TOO
Did you know the infamous
Red Dog who hitched rides
across WA was a
TWU member?
Few may be aware of the history the
Transport Workers Union has with the
well-renowned Red Dog.
The story of this Kelpie-cross and the
TWU members at Hamersley Iron has a
long and rich history.
When Red Dog’s owner, John
Stazzonelli, a bus driver with Hamersley
Iron died in 1975, Red Dog spent a lot of
time travelling by himself.
The community took Red Dog in,
providing him food, shelter and a bank
account, that Red Dog used to remain
financial to his union (the TWU) and
Dampier Salts Sports and Social club.
Bob Bryant, a former North West
Convenor with the TWU, Organiser
and BLF safety officer who eventually
worked out of the TLC (trades and labour
council) in the 1980’s (which has since
become UnionsWA), had numerous runins with Red Dog.

Dog was a character,
and the people knew
that. Red Dog belonged
to no one, but everyone
helped to take care of
him.”
It wasn’t just buses
that Red Dog would
use to get around. Bob
recounted the waste
trucks at Hamersley Iron
that Red Dog would be
found riding around in.
Truck and trains, Red
Dog accompanied
many a lonely driver
throughout the Pilbara,
including visiting Tom
Price, Parabadoo, Port
Hedland, Dampier and
Karratha.
Red Dog even made
the trip of 3,000km to
Perth and back on at
least one occasion.
Ultimately Red Dog
met an untimely
demise at the hands of
strychnine Poisoning.

Austr alian Women’s Weekly 198 1

“Red dog would wait at the bus stops
and we’d stop and pick him up” said Bob
when he was running the buses into
Dampier.

Poisoning that Bob Bryant speculated
may have been in pellets that were
digested by Red Dog, as there was
another Boxer owned by a local who met
the same fate around the same time as
Red Dog.

“Red Dog had his preferred seat behind
the driver, he would bark if someone was
sitting in his seat to get them to move.
Not that he was an aggressive dog, Red

This article from Women’s Day in 1981
sums up the memory of Red Dog and
what the legend of Red Dog meant to
the North West locals.

If you have a
story about R
ed Dog, or
any photos o
r history wort
h
preserving, w
e would love
to hear
from you. Co
ntact the offi
ce on
1800 657 477
or email
info@twuwa.
org.au and w
e’ll
get back to yo
u.

TWU FIGHTING FOR MEMBERS
TWU has been fighting against low
wage growth.

a number of agreements that pay up to
14.75% super.

time they paid their way and stopped
free loading on union members.

Over 130 years the TWU has been
fighting for Transport Workers.

TWU agreements are always higher
than non-Union agreements.

Remember, the union can only support
you if you support the union.

And during a period of low wage growth
in last 10 years the TWU has seen wage
growth for its members increase on
average each year by 3.3%.

Research shows that on average
Union agreements are between 25%
- 35% higher than the Award and nonUnion agreements.

Negotiating EA’s well above CPI and
national wage increases in the same 10
years, for 10’s of thousands of transport
workers.

This means that TWU members
are around $150 better off a week
on Union agreements than nonmembers.

Negotiating higher superannuation than
the Government guaranteed 9.5% with

It is time that those people that work
on TWU sites joined the Union. It is
says Branch President RAY “MACCA” McMILLAN

Always having a crack and never
giving in. This is what the
TWU is winning for you
every day. And we can
only support you if
YOU support your
union.
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BUSINESSES ARE USING RISK AND WAGE THEFT
AS BUSINESS MODELS
Wage theft is rampant
Using a low-price high-risk model is
undermining the safety of transport
workers and wage theft is stealing.
When it’s cheaper to break the law,
than do the right thing, it’s a risk
businesses are willing to take. Wage
theft is interwoven into their business
models. It’s easier for companies
to make a profit by not paying their
workers because even when they get
caught the laws aren’t harsh enough
to deter business owners from doing
the wrong thing.
Wage theft is a
big issue and it
is rampant in
the transport
industry; we
are seeing
record
numbers
of transport
workers being
ripped off.

George Calombaris
The public face
of wage theft.
George underpaid
$7.83million
in wages to
515 employees.
In fact, we have a Federal Government
that encourages companies to
rip off workers rather than police
underpayments.
If bosses steal from workers they
should go to jail.
This is some of what the ACTU
have said about wage theft being a
business model. “Stealing is wrong,
and yet every year thousands of
Australian workers are robbed. They
are the victims of wage theft. Wage
theft, through employers deliberately
underpaying workers and refusing to
pay mandatory superannuation, is
affecting thousands of workers every
year. It is employers stealing money
out of workers pockets.
4
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This drives down rates
& undercuts companies
doing the right thing.
The current laws make wage theft
too easy and the punishment too
light. Wage theft is now so common
that in some places it’s the business
model. There are business owners
all over Australia getting rich by
stealing from their staff. There are
many examples that have come to
light in recent months. Wage theft is
rapidly becoming business as usual.
According to Industry Super
Australia, a staggering one-third
of eligible Australian workers are
being underpaid super. This is 2.4
million workers collectively having
$3.6 billion a year stolen from
them each year. This is another
case of wage theft that will impact
workers for decades to come,
decimating the right to dignity in
retirement to which all working
Australians are entitled.”

and the transport
industry is no
exception

says State Secretary
TIM DAWSON
The TWU is standing up for transport
workers collecting hundreds of
thousands of dollars on their behalf.
The most common rip off is to pay a
flat rate (common hourly rate (CHR).
The CHR rolls overtime, allowances
and shift penalties all into one rate, at
the detriment of workers’ livelihood.
We see the biggest problems in Long
Distance Drivers, workers working
long hours and weekend penalties not
being paid.

If you believe
or are unsure if
you are
being paid corr
ectly, then you
should contact
the T W U
18 0 0 6 57 477 or
email info@ tw
uwa.org.au

SOLIDARITY
TO WORKERS AT
DUBAI PORT WORLD
The TWU stands in solidarity with
MUA wharfies currently in dispute
with the multi-national container
terminal operator Dubai Ports (DP)
World.
MUA members are fighting to:
- Protect 200 wharfies from forced
redundancies
- Prevent the outsourcing of work
to non-union companies
- Protect good union jobs from
automation
- Ensure workers and their families
have income protection
- Introduce family violence leave
protections into the agreement

State Secretary TIM DAWSON
The attack on wharfies resonates
across industries, reflecting issues
affecting many TWU members also.
We know we are strongest when we
stand together. Solidarity comrades,
all strength to your arm.

OUTDATED VISA LAWS NEED
from State Secretary
A MAJOR SHAKEUP
TIM DAWSON
Another major problem with the
system, is OUR visa laws

made a complaint, they would have
their visas torn up and sent home.

The exploitation of migrant workers
is helping drive down wages forcing
companies that do the right thing to
buckle under competitive pressures.

This tactic is being used against hard
working Australians to keep wages
low.

“It is exploitation
of our system,
exploitation of our
way of life & simply
inhumane”
In a paper presented to the Reserve
Bank on slow wage growth by John
Daley from the Grattan Institute it
stated that there was evidence that
low paid workers were being made
worse off because of issues around
the migration program.
We have seen a focus go from highskilled migration to a system that
supports low-skilled migration.
Currently there are around 1 million
temporary migrants in Australia, of
these 450,000 are on student visas
and another 150,000 on working
holiday VISAs.
Leading to low-skilled, low income
work force.
And in many cases these migrants
go on to become underpaid workers
like in the 7 Eleven, Caltex, Dominos
cases, just to name a few.
We are seeing this in the transport
industry with companies taking
advantage of a deficient migration
system.
Workers like these are put in
vulnerable positions where they are
intimidated and threatened that if they
make a complaint, they will have their
VISAs torn up and sent home.
This is a deliberate plan by Australian
businesses and supported by the
Federal Government. The exploitation
of the VISA system puts workers in
a vulnerable position where they are
intimidated and threatened that if they

It’s exploitation of our system,
exploitation of our way of life and
simply inhumane.
The Government needs to make sure
that the migration system works and is
not used as a form of cheap labour and
a ceiling on wage growth.
Driver training
Driver training has been a long-term
problem and it is about time State and
Federal Governments did something
about improving the way drivers are
trained.
It is time that driving a truck is
recognised as a highly skilled
occupation. That attaining a truck
license should not be just a course that
lasts a few hours.
Training needs to take into account the
role of a truck driver.
Why is it that you can get your license
before you are trained to restrain a
load or can pass your driver’s license
without the skill to reverse a truck?
What other profession do we license
people when they can not do the job
safely.
We put drivers out on the roads of
Australia without the appropriate
training where they can drive trucks
over 53 meters long and weigh over
120 tone mixing with mums and dads.
The over whelming majority of truck
drivers are great professional drivers.
Speak to any one of them and they will
tell you that our training for transport
workers is broken.
It is time that Governments sat down
with the transport industry and put in
place a comprehensive well-funded
training package that takes school
leavers from Yardies to MC drivers.

SINCE THIS REPORT WAS
RELEASED: NOTHING HAS
CHANGED
On 21 November, 2017, Laurie Berg
and Bassina Farbenblum released
the report Wage Theft in Australia:
Findings of the National Temporary
Migrant Work Survey.
The survey is the most comprehensive
study of wage theft and working
conditions among international
students, backpackers and other
temporary migrants in Australia.
It draws on responses from 4,322
temporary migrants across 107
nationalities of every region in
the world, working in a range of
jobs in all states and territories. Its
unprecedented scope indicates that
Australia has a large silent underclass
of migrant workers, primarily made
up of international students and
backpackers, who are paid well below
the minimum wage in at least 12 main
industries.
Key findings include:
• Almost a third (30%) of international
students and backpackers earned
$12 per hour or less. This is about
half the minimum wage for a casual
employee in many of the jobs in
which temporary migrants work.
• Underpayment was widespread
across numerous industries but was
especially common in food services,
and especially severe in fruit and
vegetable picking
• Severe underpayment was
experienced by every major
nationality of backpackers and
international students in this country
- at least one in five Americans,
British, Indians, Brazilians, and
Chinese earned roughly half the
minimum wage.
• At least three quarters of underpaid
international students and
backpackers know that they’re being
paid less than the minimum wage.
One reason they stay in these jobs
paying illegally low wages is that
the overwhelming majority believe
that everyone else on their visa
is earning less than the minimum
wage too.
• A substantial number also work in
conditions that could amount to
criminal forced labour, including
being required to pay cash back
to their employer after receiving
their wages, having their passport
confiscated by their employer,
or paying an upfront ‘deposit’ for
their job.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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ALLIED PICKFORDS: THE “CARING” MOVERS
The team at Allied Pickfords Removals have
shown they are not just careful movers but
caring as well.
from TWU Organiser CHRIS NELSON
Most people would know that
Domestic Violence effects many
people and this is unacceptable but
does happen and usually behind closed
doors. Your TWU and other unions
support eradicating this problem but
effected people need assistance when
it happens.
The TWU has pushed hard to get
Domestic violence Leave included in
EBA’s so people can have time off
from work when trying to deal with this
problem. Now this leave is included in
the Awards and National Employment
Standards so everyone has access to
this.

One call to the guys at Pickfords and
without hesitation, agreed to move it
all for free!
They even offered to give them
anything they needed from the
depot from a surplus of secondhand furniture which would have
gone to auction. Even though it
was only a small move for Allied,
it would have made a huge
difference to this person’s life.
Well done guys.

The TWU was recently contacted to
help someone in need of assistance
after having to seek temporary
accommodation because of violence.
They were now leaving the refuge to
live in their own place but didn’t have
any furniture. A good Samaritan offered
up some free furniture but had no way
of getting it moved to the new address.

THE POWER OF MEMBERSHIP
A story about a huge saving for a member, just
from producing his TWU membership card.
from TWU Organiser CHARLIE NICHOLS
Paul from SCT in Kewdale is stoked
with his TWU membership.
Paul was in the market for new tyres
for his off road 4-wheel drive.

Which is a huge saving, all
through the power of his union
membership.

All good transport operators know
that a well-maintained vehicle needs
a tyre change regularly.

Paul has been a TWU member for
almost 15 years now and knows
the value of being union.

He had visited Bob Jane T-Mart in
MIDLAND and was quoted for 4 new
tyres at $1,800.

This is great win and a great story
from Paul who wanted to share
with the membership.

Until he produced his TWU
membership card.

So, if you’re in the market for
tyres, produce your membership
at Bob Jane, and the friendly sales
staff will help you with the rest!

When Paul was delighted to find out
that the 4 tyres would only cost him
6

$1,400.
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IT’S NOT THE MOON LANDING
IT’S QUBE IRENE STREET FREO
and we’re not
happy says
TWU Organiser
CHRIS NELSON
You would think these pictures were
taken from the surface of the moon
with craters the size of truck tyres,
but they are from the QUBE North
Freo yard.
This place is an absolute f***ing
disgrace!!
When it rains the place turns into a
swamp with no drainage and drivers
walking through puddles not knowing
where the bottom is.
It’s an accident waiting to happen.

It was a SHITHOLE
then and it’s a
SHITHOLE now.
These guys are hooking up trailers in
the dark, tripping over the holes and
rubble lying all over the place, all the
while trying not to roll or break an
ankle.

And speaking of lunch, the
lunchroom the guys had until
recently has been taken away and
turned into what looks like offices.
With about 5 broken chairs and a
table covered in paperwork right in
the walkway of the donga there’s
not much room to swing a cat let
alone seat 50 drivers.
Most of the QUBE sites have
reasonable facilities and some like
Geraldton are like a palace but for
some reason the workers here
aren’t considered good enough to
be treated like that.
QUBE has posters all over their
walls about being safe, reporting
hazards and zero tolerance for
unsafe practices.
It has been raised time and time
again and nothing gets done, it’s
time to act!!
They need to practice what they
preach and fix this dump!! Workers
Health and Safety should never be
compromised, and this is beyond a
joke because we’re not laughing.

The lighting is atrocious as well and
being expected to deal with this shit
basically blindfolded is unbelievable!!
This yard needs to be brought into
the 21st Century
and not be like it
was 25 years ago
when I used to cart
containers out of
there when P&O
had it.
It was a shithole
then and it’s a
shithole now, nothing
has changed.
The summertime
is the complete
opposite where the
dust blows around
like a tornado and fills
your lunch with grit.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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TONY TAKES ON THE
TOP END OF TOWN
Former TWU National Secretary Tony Sheldon has
graciously accepted his seat in the Senate and
delivered his inaugural speech by drawing a line
in the sand where Multinationals can exploit their
workforce & the system that allows them to fall short.
Former TWU National Secretary Tony
Sheldon has started his time in the Senate
with a bang: he called for a tax on the likes
of Uber and Amazon and said he “will not
rest until this Parliament restores safe rates
in this country”.
In an inaugural speech which included a
huge show of force in the public gallery
of transport workers, TWU and union
supporters, Senator Sheldon pulled no
punches in outlining what needs to be
fixed in Australia.
“Uber, Amazon, Facebook, Google and
their like [are] unaccountable titans who
seek to have the market operate in their
self-interest. The regulation of these
global tech giants by democratically
elected leaders is failing our economy and
our democracy. Governments need to
catch up and get out in front of regulating
these disrupters. And my pledge is that
in this place, I will do all in my power to
thoughtfully and unapologetically disrupt
the disrupters,” he said.
Gig economy companies were already
tearing the heart out of transport, he said.
“I have watched the transport industry
become ground zero for the impacts of a
changing global economy and the massive
technology-driven disruption of firms like
Uber, Foodora and Deliveroo,” Senator
Sheldon said.
He added: “We must reject aggressive,

value-neutral supply chains monopolising
and using technology as a barbed wire
chain around the throats of business and
workers down the line,” he says.
He said the gig economy was stripping
rights away from workers and that
this trend must be reversed. “While
the Coalition nurtures wreakers
of Australia’s world-leading
superannuation, I believe we should
extend superannuation to every
worker in Australia – including those
in the emerging gig economy.”

to this very moment… I’m in this place
to speak up for dignity, good work and
rewarding jobs, for decent wages and safe
conditions, for long-term employment that
allows you to get a mortgage and provide
for your family with certainty—the pathway
to economic freedom.”

“Gig economy companies
were already tearing the
heart out of transport””

He added: “This is not a sharing
economy, it’s an on-demand
economy. Make no mistake: disruption is
coming to every corner of our economy.”
He spoke about the need for Safe Rates,
saying, “I’ve taken calls from truck
drivers who were being ‘force supplied’
with drugs to keep them awake by their
employers in an effort to meet the cost
demands of clients. Drivers who were told
that if they either contacted the police or
didn’t take the drugs - they would lose
their jobs and worse. And I have been to
the funerals of those who have paid the
ultimate price – comforting loved ones in
the depths of unimaginable grief.”
He spoke about his reason for entering
politics and his ambition to see change:
““I have entered parliament with 42 years
in the workforce. Every battle scar and
every victory are lessons I carry with me

Senator Sheldon paid tribute to the TWU,
including WA Branch Secretary Tim
Dawson and National Secretary Michael
Kaine, and the many transport workers
with whom he has fought alongside for
decades.
He said: “I want to thank all of the
members of the Transport Workers
Union and every working person who has
supported me for so many years. I say
to every transport worker in Australia:
Because you are the men and women who
carry Australia, you deserve the respect of
all Australians. I want to say to these great
men and women: it has been my honour
to serve you. I am here because of you.
And now more than ever, in this place, I am
your servant.”
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SENATOR GLENN STERLE’S SECOND TRANSPORT
INDUSTRY STANDARDS FORUM
“it was my intention
We’ve set out to achieve
something our industry is
crying out for. Now we’re
working to make it happen.
says Senator GLENN STERLE
In the last edition of The Wheel, I took
the opportunity to inform readers of a
Transport Industry Standards Forum which
I held in March. It was a successful forum
with more than 70 people in attendance
representing transport companies,
associations, employers, sub-contractors
and the TWU from across the country,
who came together to address challenges
within the transport industry. It was clear
from all who attended that significant
steps must be taken to improve viability,
sustainability and safety. It was the first
time a forum of this kind had been held and
in my opinion, it was long overdue.
At the conclusion of the forum, there was
general consensus that the only way we
are going to achieve meaningful change for
our industry is if we work together.
However, this consensus for change and
our plan to reform the industry for the
better, all came to a crashing halt due to
the outcome of the Federal Election in
May.
Needless to say, it was not the result that
we all wanted or expected.
But what motivated me to keep pushing for
change and to keep this dialogue moving
was the many messages of support
I got after the election from transport
workers, operators, associations and subcontractors who were saying to me that I
had to keep going. What this made clear to
me was that the transport industry was still
crying out for change, despite the outcome
of the election.
While the ALP was not successful, I
reached out to those who attended the
forum in March to let them know, that
as the re-appointed Shadow Assistant
Minister for Road Safety I was and
remain committed to continuing to work
with them to shine the light on the very
important pressures which confront the
transport industry and those who operate
and work within it.
I informed them that it was my intention
to continue to consult and have our voices
heard and I subsequently convened a
second Transport Industry Standards
Forum so that we could come back
together and decide on a clear pathway

forward to address the
pressures and challenges
within the industry.
I hosted this second
Transport Industry
Standards Forum in August
and was pleased to see
more than 60 people
attend representing more
than 30 associations, companies and
employer groups from across the country.
We had a set agenda to stick to for the day
with the goal of electing a group of industry
representatives to form two delegations
that would develop strategies and a list of
items to raise with the two Government
Ministers who have responsibility for the
freight transport sectors and the skills/
training portfolio.
In the spirit of bi-partisanship and from
a genuine want to achieve positive
outcomes for our industry, I approached
each Minister prior to the forum to let them
know what we were doing and to ask them
if they would meet with the delegations.
Each of them said yes and as such, the
Transport Industry Standards Delegation
and the Training and Skills Delegation are
currently preparing for their meetings with
the relevant Minister.
Another successful achievement of

to consult and make
sure the right voices
were being heard”

the forum was that the attendees
overwhelmingly endorsed a set of terms of
reference which they contributed to which
will demand a full blown Senate Inquiry
that I will Chair digging in to the challenges
and pressures within the road transport
industry. This is a unique and important
opportunity to shine a light into some
very dark corners of the industry including
blatant wage and superannuation theft,
rotten contracts and lengthy payment
terms, all a result of the relentless squeeze
from the greedy top of the supply chain.
You can read the Terms of Reference
below.
The Federal Labor Party has endorsed the
terms of reference. The Government and
the crossbench need to support them as
well otherwise the inquiry will not happen.
I look forward to keeping you updated on
its progress.
I have many people to thank for where
we have got to at this point, but I could
not have done this without the ongoing
support and commitment from your TWU
State Secretary Tim Dawson.

TERMS OF REFERENCE
The importance of a viable, safe, sustainable and efficient road transport
industry, with particular regard to:
a. the importance of an enforceable minimum award rate and sustainable
standards and conditions for all stakeholders in the road transport
industry;
b. the development and maintenance of road transport infrastructure to
ensure a safe, and efficient road transport industry;
c. the regulatory impact, including the appropriateness, relevance and
adequacy of the legislative framework, on all stakeholders in the road
transport industry;
d. the training and career pathways to support, develop and sustain the
road transport industry;
e. the social and economic impact of road-related injury, trauma and
death;
f. efficient cost-recovery measures for industry stakeholders, including
sub-contractors;
g. the impact of new technologies and advancements in freight
distribution, vehicle design and road safety;
h. the importance of establishing a formal consultative relationship
between the road transport industry and all levels of government in
Australia; and
i. other related matters.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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YOU DON’T SAY
A travelling ventriloquist on the road
in between jobs decided to practice
his craft before his next show.
He stopped at a farmhouse and
approached the farmer who lived
there.
“Hello there, Mr. Farmer, I was just
passing by and I was wondering
if I might speak to your dog.” The
farmer replied, “Well, you know,
dogs don’t talk.” The ventriloquist
said, “You’d be surprised what a
dog might tell you. Can I speak with
him?”
The farmer, eyeing the ventriloquist
suspiciously, called his dog.
“Hi there, Mr. dog,” said the
ventriloquist. “How does the farmer
treat you?” To which the dog replied,
“Oh, he’s great! He throws a stick
for me, scratches my belly, and I
just love him!!” Needless to say, the
farmer was dumbfounded.

Wanting to see if he could fool the
farmer again, the ventriloquist asked
if he could speak with the farmer’s
horse. “Well, you know, horses don’t
talk.” Again the ventriloquist said,
“You’d be surprised what a horse
might tell you.”
So the farmer brought out his
horse. “Say, Mr. Horse, how does
the farmer treat you?” asked the
ventriloquist.
The horse then replied, “Oh, I think
he’s great. He feeds me oats, he
puts a blanket over me at night, and I
just love him!” Again the farmer was
amazed.
Wanting to try his luck a third time,
the ventriloquist said, “Mr. Farmer,
would you like to hear what the
sheep has to say about you?”

A guy goes in for a job interview and
sits down with the boss.
The boss asks him, “What do you
think is your worst quality?”
The man says, “I’m probably too
honest.”
The boss says, “That’s not a bad
thing, I think being honest is a good
quality.”
The man replies, “I don’t care about
what you think!”

********************************

********************************

An American businessman is
entertaining some overseas
business guests on the golf
course.
The first guest, who is from Italy,
tees off and hits a good shot 200
yards down the fairway. As the
American businessman knows a
small amount of Italian he says:
“Buon tiro”, which means “Good
shot”. The Italian businessman
replies: “Grazie”.
The second guest, who is from France, tees off and hits
a fantastic shot that lands on the green thirty feet from
the hole. As the American businessman knows a small
amount of French he says: “Tir fantastique”, which
means “Fantastic shot”. The French businessman
replies: “Merci”.
The third guest, who is from Japan, tees off and
amazingly the ball goes straight in the hole, a hole in
one! The American businessman doesn’t know many
Japanese words or phrases but when he dated a
Japanese girl during his overseas business trips she
used to moan when he made love to her and she would
shout out “Ura-ana, ura-ana”, and which he repeats to
his Japanese guest. The Japanese businessman replies:
“What do you mean, wrong hole?”
***********************************************
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“Well,” said the farmer
uncomfortably, “Sheep lie, ya’ know.”

AMERICAN
BUSINESSMAN
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OFFENSIV
LANGUAGEE

Sign up aS A TWU MEmbER

or

WIN!

Sign up A TWU MEMBER FOR YOUR
CHANCE TO

Choose between

A holiday to some

AMAZING destinations

OR

Take the cash!

WIN ONE OF 2 Prizes TO THE VALUE OF:

$2,500!

For A NEW AND A CURRENT MEMBER
ANYONE can enter*

enter as many times as you like
Conditions Apply
SEE Your ORGANISER OR CONTACT THE OFFICE 1800 657 477 on how to enter
*Staff members and officials of the TWU are not eligible to enter. Competition is open to
financial Delegates and rank & file members of the TWU WA Branch.
Authorised by our State Secretary TIM DAWSON

A BROADSPECTRUM OF ISSUES
When Broadspectrum first won the
Department of Justice, Court and
Custodial services contract, they
celebrated saving the State Government
$36 million.
Now they’re under resourced and have
enacted a clause that allows them to
subcontract for additional labour.
This is your classic case of the company
cutting off their nose to spite their face.
Recently the department upped the ante
and required Broadspectrum to cover all
hospital sits.
That is, guarding prisoners when they are
making hospital visits.
Instead of hiring more employees,
Broadspectrum has since subcontracted
Wilsons security to do this extra work
(above 5 sits in metropolitan courts).
Engaging Wilsons officers at a lower rate
for doing the same work.
We argue this is another bottom-line
decision for Broadspectrum.
It is no secret that Broadspectrum is not
saving much money.
Broadspectrum’s fiscal leakage is
stemming from abatements. Abatements
which are fines paid to the Government for
not meeting contractual requirements.
Anything from administrative mistakes to
potential prisoner escapes.

These mistakes are costing
Broadspectrum, which increases stress
and delays court proceedings for anyone
using the system.
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report from TWU Organiser JOHN CUTRALI

TRAINING
The TWU continues to receive complaints
about the level of training that is being
conducted.
The training that is being provided will
not prepare these security officers for
custodial duties or for what they might
come across in the workplace.
And that is unacceptable, and very unsafe
for the Wilsons security employees.
If Broadspectrum were really serious
about the safety and training of officers
they’d listen to the officers who trained in
previous contacts.
Joondalup court was recently shut down
for the day due to a safety incident with a
person custody.
The union continues to argue how unsafe
of a work environment is being left for this
work group.
SAME JOB, SAME PAY,
Wilsons are not the enemy in this
equation.
Theses workers have been engaged to
fulfil work that needs more resourcing.
But because the system is geared towards

UNION DENSITY WINS BLUES
Registered in 2008, the local agreement at
Dampier supply base includes an ALTA (annual
leave travel assistance) provision.
A lot of the local agreements in the North
West include the provision which allows for
one return airfare from Karratha to Perth for
the employee and a further for the Employee
and one for each accompanying member of
his or her immediate family that resides locally
with that employee.
There is a bit of eligibility criteria involved, but
the purpose of ALTA is straight forward.
Flights to the city and back to the North West
come at considerable costs.
The provision allows for return flights with
no cap. And while I think most locals would
try and avoid visiting the city if they had
the choice, there are often reasons why it’s
necessary to make the trip every now and
again. Health care, family responsibilities,
financial services etc. So, it’s important that
this provision affords the right to accessible
services and the company honours that.
But that’s the kicker, it was only when an
employee of the company had tried to claim
the provision did the company respond back
with a policy they’d be working on. A policy
that was written without consultation from the
employees.

The Gift that keeps on
giving and this is what
they’re up to now.
employers, Broadspectrum is getting
away with paying Wilsons less for doing
the same work.
Which goes right to the heart of the same
job, same pay, same fight campaign.
THE ANSWER
It’s no big secret.
In order to attract talent, you need to make
the job desirable to skilled people.
Increase the wage, you’ll attract more
people and be able to select better
candidates to do the job.
Less than half of the course of Wilsons
Security workers being trained are staying
on to work.
Broadspectrum could also learn something
by listening to the officers who have
worked in this job for 10 plus years.
Broadspectrum are fresh in the court
security world and a strong employee
voice would change the direction
Broadspectrum is going down.
The Broadspectrum agreement is due
to expire in March 2021, and it’s time for
Wilsons Security and Broadspectrum to
stand together and mount a campaign
against the Government for:
SAME JOB, SAME PAY, SAME FIGHT.

A Great win by the workers
at Toll Dampier Supply Base.

It’s important to read your agreement
Report back from NW Organiser TROY REIMERS
and know what you’re entitled to.
Your agreement is the rule book the
Which made the company rethink where they
companies need to follow when it comes to
were going to cut costs.
your wages and conditions.
After much back and forth and the legal
And it is important to note that if you don’t
Beagles having a look into the provision the
know the rules, you won’t know when
answer was pretty cut and dry.
someone isn’t playing fair.
The company needed to honour the
As per the provision the company is to provide
agreement.
guidelines regarding its operation and taxable
on the 12th of July the workforce was happy
status, to be done in consultation with the
to vote up the company’s new position,
work group.
Entitlement:
No cap on cost. (Return
So when an employee tried to claim on the
flight to be taken as
provision, being provided a policy by the
what it means)
company that had put a cap on flights and
Eligibility:
Part time and Full-time
would have meant the employee would pay
employees only.
the remaining amount.
Immediate
Family:
As per the definition in
Clearly not playing by the rules.
the agreement
TWU delegates acted fast with a petition
Notice period:
Three months (90 days)
to the work group to inform them of what
This story is why it pays to be union and have
the company had decided to do without
good union density in your yards.
consulting them first.
To read and know your agreement so you
And as you can imagine, when it comes to
know when the company isn’t playing by the
a few thousand dollars out of pocket, the
rules.
workgroup were pretty unimpressed.
A good result all round and a win for the
Specifically, the decision didn’t impress the
workers.
95% union density at our supply base.

FROM LITTLE THINGS, BIG THINGS GROW

With Knowlesy off to greener pastures,
I’m looking forward to meeting you as
the new North West TWU Organiser.
says TROY REIMERS
Union membership grows in yards with
good Delegates.
It’s the best kept secret we’ve got. But is
certainly not rocket science.
Below is a photo of the guys out at
Centurion in Tom Price and they’re a
strong yard.

“I’d like to wish Mick a well
earned retirement
& thank him for
his service.”
All thanks to the work of Delegate Paul
Hitchcock and Organiser Mick Knowles.
Who both, unfortunately, are off to
greener pastures (one more literally than
the other).
Paul is headed to another employer and
his site will miss him greatly. He has
done some good things and brought
the drivers together in an otherwise
tough environment. I’d like to sincerely
acknowledge Paul for all the work he’s
done.
Reno Werahiko was elected Delegate to
fill Paul’s shoes and he’s doing a bang-up
job. Good on you for taking up the reigns
Reno, and you have the full support of
your union backing you in.
My name is Troy Reimers and I’m filling
the boots Mick Knowles left, as the new

TWU North West Organiser. At every
job I’ve worked for the last 30 years,
I’ve always been outspoken and active
in the trade union movement. I’ve been
a workplace Delegate at both State and
National level for various unions. My
most recent job was with Star Track.
I’ve been in this job for 3 months now
and I’ve been getting around to most
workplaces for visits and to introduce
myself.

from all reports Mick is loving it. He’s
also just become a grandad which the
whole union would like to extend our
congratulations to. Mick is extremely
proud.
And I’d like to wish Mick a well-earned
retirement and thank him for his service
and we hope to see him around the traps
again soon.
As for me, I also hope to run into all our
members in the North West.

There is a really good body of work up
in the North West that Mick Knowles
should be acknowledged for his work in
activating and I hope to build on that.

We have held 2 General meetings in
the North West since I started and have
some lined up in early December before
Christmas time too.

Mick was an organiser with the union
for over 20 years, and has been a TWU
member for close to 30.

I hope you can join us for those meetings
and if there are any issues going on in the
North West you think I can assist with,
feel free to give me a call 0408 090 884.

A lot of you would be familiar with the
great man.

In unity.

Mick’s off to greener pastures, literally,
settling down on hobby
farm close to Mt.
Barker.
Mick was involved
in his fair share of
industrial disputes
against the likes of Toll,
K&S and many others.
Tending to chook runs,
gumtrees and fences is
probably as far away as
you can get from being
a union organiser. And

Meeting the team at some of the North-West
sites & discussing the plan for 2020.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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SAME JOB, SAME PAY, SAME FIGHT
Wealthy airports around Australia have
been put on notice: airport workers
want better, safer, well-trained jobs and
we are planning a major fight to get this.
Workers from every part of the airport,
from baggage handlers, to cabin crew,
to caterers, cleaners, security and
check-in staff, have formed committees
and have served claims on Perth,
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and
Adelaide airports. We held a National
Day of Action at airports around the
country in August. We crashed Sydney
Airport’s annual general meeting,
protesting outside and demanding
answers from the board inside. We held
a noisy protest at Cairns airport.
The move is on airports fits in with our
2020 campaign to lift standards right
across transport.
Here’s what you need to know about
what the airport claim is all about:
What we are doing
We are ramping up our campaign to
get better jobs in aviation. Our claim
includes: we want pay lifted up, we
want regular hours, we want secure
jobs that come with regular training.
We want the same pay for workers
doing the same job - regardless of the

uniform you wear.
We want safety
to be the priority
at work with
ongoing training
an important
component - not
how cheap a
job can be done with as few staff as
possible.

Reports on aviation workers
delivering their claim on airports
nationally, including in WA.

How we will achieve this
We won’t get what we want by only
demanding from companies at the
bottom and the middle - we need to
take our fight to the companies at
the top with the power and money to
pay. This means targeting the airports
and airlines. The four main airports in
Australia, which includes Perth airport,
made over $2.2 billion profit last year.
They can and must pay for better, safer
jobs.
What has happened so far
We have served claims on all major
airports and so far they are resisting our
demands. Despite the obscene profits
they make the airports are refusing
to take responsibility for their role in
ensuring better, safer well-trained jobs.
Our campaign of activism is aiming to
change their minds on this.

from MICHAEL KAINE National Secretary
What happens next
The protests and the activism will
continue. Next year 200 enterprise
agreements right across aviation and
road transport will expire - this will give
us the chance to take mass industrial
action to get our demands delivered.

AEROCARE/
SWISSPORT: THE
FIGHT CONTINUES!
Airports make billions of dollars in
profit because workers are getting
exploited.
Nowhere is this exploitation more
obvious than at Aerocare/Swissport
where pay is low and workers are left
scrambling to increase their hours
from just 60 hours guaranteed a
month.
In order to stop the race to the bottom
we are fighting Aerocare/Swissport’s
appalling conditions.
Just a few weeks ago we had a big
victory: we succeeded in getting the
current 2012 Aerocare agreement
terminated which means the company
will now have to stop underpaying its
workforce.
It’s substandard agreements like the
Aerocare one that drag down rates
and conditions down right across the
aviation industry.

TWU aviation members & officials
demonstrating at Melbourne Tullamarine
airport as part of the National Day of Action.
14
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This fight is a tough one and it’s not
over yet - so it’s important that we
stick together and talk to co-workers
about the importance of improving
conditions at the likes of Aerocare/
Swissport.

GOOD RESULT FOR THE
TEAM AT MENZIES
The agreement at Menzies
Aviation has just had the
endorsement of the workforce.
The guys and girls at Menzies
are part of the team that loads
cargo and handles freight at Perth
Airport.
And thanks to the TWU Delegates
the agreement had an outstanding
result.

ON THE GROUND AND IN THE AIR
AIRPORT WAGES MUST BE FAIR!
Thank you to everyone who attended
the National Day of Action on August
21. Across the country, airport
workers stood up. And that should be
commended. We have a massive fight
on our hands in the Aviation sector of
transport with 2020 coming up and
many agreements reaching their expiry
in June 2020. This is the time to get on
board and stand up for the future of the

workforce. Give me a call on
0409 731 628 or speak to your
workplace Delegate about how you can
get active and change the face of the
industry for the better.

Aviation Report
GLEN BARRON

Pay rises of 3% each year for the 3
year term of the agreement.
They were able to keep all
their conditions despite the
company trying to claw apart the
agreement.
When the workforce stands strong
they can’t faulter.
I’d like to congratulate Delegates
Jon Butcher and Russell McKeen
for keeping the yard strong and
coming out at the end of the day
with a strong result in a strong
agreement.
Well done!

TWU members & aviation workers delivering
their claim at Perth Airport as part of the
National Day of Action on August 21.

THE FLYING KANGAROOT’ED
The TWU and six other unions have
joined forces with the ACTU in an
adverse action challenge in the Fair Work
Commission over Qantas’ bogus bonus
scheme.

workers on Enterprise Agreements, who
have to wait until their next agreement is
approved to get their bonus, compared
to staff not covered by EAs who
received their bonus immediately.

We are seeking for the bonus to be paid
immediately to all workers who have not
yet received it.

WHY WE ARE FIGHTING FOR YOUR
BONUS

The legal challenge claims that the
bonus scheme is discriminatory against

• Workers accepted wage freezes
when Qantas was struggling

Qantas are being
taken to task on their
bogus bonus scheme.
This is what the TWU
alongside the
ACTU & 6 other
unions are doing.

• Thanks to workers, Qantas last year
made record profits
• For workers on EAs, the bonus is
conditional on accepting the next
agreement, which could contain
substandard pay or conditions.
For many workers, this means waiting
months or even years until the current
agreement expires and the next is
accepted by workers and the FWC.

If workers leave, are made redundant or
the Qantas subsidiary sold before the
bonus is payable, they will not receive
the bonus.
The bonus will only be awarded to
workers who do not engage in any form
of conduct that ‘harms’ the Qantas
Group, without any explanation as to
what constitutes harm.
Staff not covered by an EA were paid
their bonus immediately, without
conditions.
THE LEGAL CHALLENGE WAS
LODGED ON 24 JUNE. WE’RE
AWAITING QANTAS EMPLOYERS TO
CONFIRM WHETHER THEY AGREE
TO THE FAIR WORK COMMISSION
CONDUCTING A CONCILIATION
CONFERENCE TO FIND A SOLUTION
OUT OF COURT. SHOULD THEY
REFUSE, WE WILL CONSIDER NEXT
STEPS.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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GEARING U
Transport Workers across Australia have endorsed the
Mass Industrial Action in the fight for better, safer job
transport workers expire next June, workers are fighti
companies at the top of the transport supply chain.

SA M E JOB

SAM

P FOR 2020
TWU’s plan for twenty twenty. Preparing to take
s. As 200 Enterprise Agreements covering 38,000
ng to ensure accountability among powerful, wealthy

ME PAY
SAME F IGHT !

LIFTING THE STANDARD
After 3 months of negotiations, the
company has come back with an
offer for the workers at Goldstar.
This includes,
WAGE INCREASES of between 3%
and 9% in the agreement’s first year,
depending on the classification of the
driver.
INCREASES TO OVERTIME RATES
from 37.5% to 50%, from time and a
third to time and a half.
An IMPROVED classification
structure, which will see some
employees move up a level.
The guys also fought for UNION
RIGHTS in their agreement, which
will include Delegate training.

Gold Star have also
agreed to 5 DAYS
of DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE leave, to
from Lead Organiser JASON WALTERS
be written into the
agreement.
There is power in the collective and I
A progressive and compassionate
have no doubt that this will become a
policy for sufferers of domestic
strong agreement and Gold Star will be
violence, the unions have been
a better place to work because of it.
campaigning for, for a long time.
However, the company is still trying
to claw back savings by reducing the
overnight allowance.
TWU members believe there is still
work to be done to achieve the final
outcome.
So, will encourage their workmates
to join up and stick together.

Congratulations to the TWU
bargaining reps for remaining
strong and forging ahead for a good
agreement.

Encourage workmates
to join up and stick
together.

TWU MEMBERS AT LINFOX WIN!

Report from Lead Organiser
JASON WALTERS

Months of discussions between the
TWU and Linfox have culminated in
a big union win for TWU members at
Linfox.

Removing any shadow of a doubt that
the company could use a condition
rightfully owed to these workers as
leverage.

The company has been underpaying
drivers an Overnight (Travel) allowance
for way too long.
And after some careful campaigning
Members will now receive what is
rightfully owed!
Initially Linfox tried to use the
underpayment of overnight allowance
as leverage to strike a deal over the

hours of work dispute.
Reported in the Autumn 2019 edition
of The Wheel, the hours of work
dispute was where the company has
argued the linehaul drivers shouldn’t
get paid for anything other than
driving.
Which, let be honest, is the nuts and
bolts of the work.
While this issue has yet to reach a
resolution, the workgroup was able to
rally together and repair the overnight
allowance dispute.

Delegates at Linfox are endorsing the SAME
JOB, SAME PAY, SAME FIGHT campaign for
better standards for all transport workers.
18

How Union Members at Goldstar
are lifting the bar and gaining
strong UNION WINS on their
new agreement.
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This is a great result and another
reason why it pays to be a TWU
member and have strong density in
your yards.
Congratulations to the Linfox
Delegates who stood strong on
this and got a resolution their work
mates should be proud of.

PLAYING WITH FIRE
The road is a dangerous place, but for skilled and
professional transport workers it is all in a days work.
And for these incident responders, traffic crashes are
an everyday occurrence. But now they’re railroaded
into a race to the bottom which needs to stop.
JASON WALTERS explains
The TWU was recently contacted by a
group of incident response personnel
who are contracted by MainRoads.
These fearless transport workers are
usually the first responders to road
traffic incidents.
Incidents or accidents that occur
mostly on MainRoads controlled
arterials.
Their main function is traffic
management, which involves, securing
the site, attendance and support
at traffic incidents, liaising with
emergency service personnel, and
clearing the site of any fragments and
obstructions of other traffic.

“If the Government gave
one sixth of a sh**, it
wouldn’t be at
the expense of
the workforce.”
These guys ensure the flow of traffic
when there has been an incident.
And are often the first on the scene,
before any emergency responders.
So, as you can imagine with a job
like this and the risk involved, these
transport workers have a tough gig.
Unfortunately, recently their direct
employer, Downer, lost the MainRoads
contract and they were moved to
AAAC Towing who subcontract to
Lend Lease.
As a result of this contract switch,
these workers have lost up to $5 per
hour and penalties.
It’s a race to the bottom where a
Government tender has been retendered, and every Tom, Dick and
Harry is taking their cut.
While there may have been a myriad
of other reasons for the change in

contract, if the
Government gave
one sixth of a sh**, their checks and
balances would have ensured this
saving wasn’t coming at the expense
of the workforce.

And the TWU
will continue to
ensure these
workers are being
better taken care
of for the risk
they take every
day.

What makes matters worse is the kind
of benefits which you would expect
to be commonplace in a job like this,
have been lost.
The kinds of benefits like Employee
Assistance Programs (EAPs), which
are especially important when you’re a
first responder to the scene of a tragic
incident.
Or benefits like, protective clothing
and PPE.
The current hi-vis being supplied are
flimsy and don’t cut the mustard.
The guys are crying out for substantial,
uniform quality hi-vis.
These guys were adequately looked
after before the contract re-jig.
Now they don’t get looked after as
well.
Since these guys joined up, the TWU
has taken a motion to the ALP State
Executive.
How, more checks and balances
need to be in place when it comes to
contracting out tenders.
The Government needs more ethics in
their supply chain.
So the workers doing the work are
receiving their fair share.
And that we cannot accept that the
Government encourages the race to
the bottom.
Especially when workers are putting
themselves on the line to perform
these important roles.
To give you an idea, the photos in
this article are from the incident
responder’s vehicle being run into the
back of.
This, amongst other traffic related
incidents, is what these incident
responders encounter on the day-today.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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TOLL UPDATE

from TWU Organiser CHARLIE NICHOLS

Hi comrades I’ve been around to most
of the Toll sites to give feedback in
regard to Toll’s national meeting that
was held in late May and without
going through it all over again I’ll just
touch on some key points.

for transparency reasons and that
everyone to be included for testing.

incidents and
driver fatigue.

Ultimately we want job protection for
workers that have to give urine samples
to comply with clients request. So the
saga on this issue continues.

This is an ongoing
discussion at this stage.

Drug testing

Full utilisation

We are still in dispute regarding Toll’s
drug and alcohol policy.

The Full utilisation is finally going to
arbitration on the 9th and 10th of
September.

This is around protecting members
regarding complying with clients
request for urine samples, and what
is Tolls disciplinary process around a
positive urine sample.
The EBA does not allow for urine
testing when it’s a random test.
We also had a commitment from Toll
that anyone who fails the first swab
test but passes the 2nd lab test, is to
be paid what they would have earnt
during the stand down period not just
base pay.
We have also questioned the random
selection process, and it was agreed
that Delegates to be involved in
the random selection of workers

This will be over 2 years’ worth of
argument and negotiation coming to a
head.
But either way we have never backed
down from this and I recommend we
don’t forget this next year when we
begin negotiating the new agreement.

Telematics
Telematics is another issue that
has been dragging on with what
technology and capability do they have
when we are in their trucks. Toll have
said it is not for disciplinary reasons,
which I beg to differ.
Toll says it is not viewed constantly but
that they are sensor triggered around

TOLL SUBBIES: FIGHT BACK!!
I have had several calls from owner
drivers and some upset wives recently
when Toll tried to implement them
downloading a Fieldglass smart phone
App as a process to reapply for the
positions they currently held.

So, the company scrapped the
app and went back to basics
with a more manual document.

If the subbies didn’t comply, they
would risk being deactivated.
And therefore, risk losing their work.

And who was going to pick up the bill?

I thought what the hell is this brilliant
idea that someone has thought up.

Certainly not the subbies if it was Toll
who wanted to fix something that
wasn’t broken to begin with.

Everyone could see this was going to
become a nightmare for them.
The App was too hard to comply with
and had several technical issues.

I put this into dispute through our
national office and brought Toll senior
industrial staff to the table to consult.

The drivers’ managers didn’t even have
control of the App because it was one
of those one size fits all approach.

The union had issues around added
insurances and the relevance of this
added process when it comes to
who needs what insurance and cost
recovery of those insurances.

Which was not the case, and for future

Toll took responsibility, and we

The Wheel Spring 2019

The company has also invested in a
new IT system across Toll, 2 new large
Toll sites in New Zealand and one on
the Gold Coast.
The profits for the last year was 1.8
billion dollars in revenue.
However, they fell short by 50 million
that was forecasted to Japan Post,
out of that roughly $870,000,000
was earnt through new business
and $900,000,000 through normal
business.

All thanks to Toll
workers across
Australia.

The Question remains:
Why fix something that
wasn’t broken to begin with?

Which wouldn’t have been a problem,
except there was no consultation and
there were added costs to comply
with.

Typical Toll can’t keep things simple.
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knowledge, is never the case.

Finally, Toll’s Financial position was
explained to the national delegates in
late May by Rick Willmot. That Toll had
heavily invested $360,000,000 in the
2 new ships that carry freight between
Tasmania and Australia is now up and
running.

received commitment from Toll
Intermodal for the subbies to be
reimbursed.
We also got Toll to move on some
other relevant insurances, now that
they were paying for it!
We are expecting the same result at
Toll Express.
We are still in talks at this stage but will
not let up.
My message to Owner drivers is to
please give yourselves more power
and be strong.
Help get other owner drivers to join
the union to build membership in your
yards!!
Sign up a subbie and the whole
industry will benefit.

A HELPING HAND HANGING UP THE BOOTS
This is a good news story about a
recent member I assisted with getting
his redundancy.
After working for 40 years in Transport
and spending 36 of those years as a
strong, proud TWU member, Bob Carr
had more than done his dash.
Bob was working at Brambles when he
signed up to the union in 1983.
Soon after Bob started working at
Brambles, Toll bought up the yard
and Bob became a driver for the Toll
workforce, where Bob benefitted from
a great TWU negotiated agreement.
The strong union workforce at Bobs
yard in Toll Intermodal Kewdale, won all
the subsequent pay rises and a tonne
of other great working conditions like a
good redundancy clause.
“It was a good place to work” said
Bob.

“Good people to work with, good
union wages and job security made
for a good working environment, you
wouldn’t be in a rush to leave those
kinds of jobs.”
I was out there for a meeting early
July talking to the boys when Bob
approached me complaining he was,
left out!

Bob also pointed out to me he was
on income protection at the time and
felt he was entitled to this redundancy
because he was a part of this transfer
team that were offered redundancies.
Not only that, I think Bob had been a
good employee and done his time. I
told Bob to leave it with me and after I
had spoken to some Toll senior officials

And from what I see these members
are staying strong because they have
not forgotten how they were sucked in
at the last EBA.

This will be up to the members and
what the company is willing to except
in our log of claims.

If SCT want to call themselves a major
transport company then they can start
having the same terms and conditions
in their EBA as the majors like the Tolls
and Linfox.
What I see as the major sticking point
is that this company wants to rewrite
certain clauses that gives them the
flexibility they don’t have under the
current agreement.
And this is around a fifth day clause
which allows for a day off or an

thank
ABob
goodcouldn’t
news story and
couldn’t be
prouder
to
help
out
a
nice
the TWU enough! bloke.

from TWU Organiser CHARLIE NICHOLS

overtime day and medical cost clause,
which allows for reimbursement for
medical costs.

This time they want what is fair.

He couldn’t thank the TWU enough.
No wonder he’s got a big cheesy grin
on his face!

Bob told me the 3 blokes from his shift
that were to be transferred were now
offered redundancies.

We are currently deep into
negotiations for SCT workers on the
new EBA.

That was a huge slap in the face.

Bob received 52 weeks redundancy
as per the EBA for his years of service
plus all entitlement’s owing, plus he
remains on income protection. Bob
was stoked.

“Left out I said! Of what!”

UP FOR THE FIGHT AT SCT

Listening to how broke the company
was, and then to watch them go out
and sponsor race cars.

it was all resolved.

At the moment it’s a 4 year deal with
a 12% increase over the life of the
agreement.
With claims in higher superannuation
to be paid and also we want more
weeks in any redundancy pay outs.

inductions for
new employees.
These
negotiations are never easy, but you
got to fight for the best outcome.
That is why I want to encourage all
SCT workers to speak to any nonmembers to join the union to help fight
and to protect themselves.
Especially if there is going to be
industrial action.

At the moment redundancy is
10 weeks and the company
has come back with 16
weeks.
But the feeling is this is not
enough, especially when you
consider Toll is capped at 52
weeks.
We also are requesting some
union rights around paid
meetings throughout the year,
paid delegates training days
for new delegates and union

This mean looking group at
SCT want to be treated like
the other majors.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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TWU MEMBER SECURES UNDERPAID WAGES
Long-time member TWU Glen Lingard
contacted us for assistance in recovering
underpaid wages from his former employer,
VIP Security.
Glen had worked for the company as a
static security officer for a period of about
ten months and was employed under the
company’s so-called ‘Standard Terms and
Conditions of Employment’.

Fortunately, throughout his employment
Glen had kept a detailed record in his
personal diary of his starting and finishing
times of work each day and we were
able to compare this with his pay slips
when conducting a thorough audit of his
wages. Glen had made these diary entries
religiously each work day.

Glen was concerned that he had been
significantly underpaid during his
employment and that as the company
faced being wound up due to its financial
difficulties, he might end up with nothing.

Glen’s main concern was that as a shift
worker, he had been considerably underpaid
for his regular night and weekend shifts,
and so it proved. In fact, Glen had been
underpaid an average of approximately $650
per fortnight!

We agreed to take on Glen’s case and
after reviewing the ‘Standard Terms and
Conditions of Employment’, the alarm bells
were ringing.

Once we finalised our calculations and
contacted the company, it agreed to
voluntary rectify the matter by promptly
paying Glen his outstanding wages. Glen

recently received back pay amounting
to over $13,000 and this would have
been most unlikely if not for the TWU’s
intervention.
Glen’s case has a lesson for union
members. If you think you might be getting
ripped off, keep a documented record of
the hours that you work, including all dates
and starting and finishing times, as well as a
record of the wages you receive.
As a proud and staunch unionist, a delighted
Glen said, ‘It definitely pays to be in the
union and I would say to all workers in the
industry, that you really can’t afford not to
be a member of the TWU’.
So it really does pay to be in the TWU!

EMPLOYER LIABLE FOR SUPERVISOR’S INACTION
PRIOR TO FATAL FALL
There’s been a
recent shake up
to WA OSH laws.
This article first
published in OHS
Alert, proves
a lesson for
Employers when
a supervisor’s
failure to tackle
non-conformance
issues. And
another
employer failed
to implement
its documented
unloading
procedures have
been fined.

The first of four
entities charged
after a teenage
worker died has
been fined over
a supervisor’s
failure to tackle
non-conformance
issues.

and maintain a safe working environment and
causing Ballantine’s death.

Meanwhile, a
major employer
that failed to
implement its
documented
unloading
procedures has
been fined after a
delivery driver was
run over by mobile
plant – twice.

Valmont pleaded guilty and was sentenced
in the Perth Magistrates Court. (The cases
against the other three entities are still before
the courts.)

In the first
case, Western
Australian
employer Valmont
(WA) Pty Ltd was
fined $38,000,
plus $8,054 in costs, for breaching the State
OSH Act in failing to ensure subcontractor
Industrial Construction Services Pty Ltd
(ICS) was working safely at a Forrest Place
refurbishment project.
In January 2017, 17-year-old ICS employee
Wesley Ballantine was helping install glass
panels in an atrium roof at the site during a
night shift when he fell 12 metres through an
open void in the atrium framework, sustaining
fatal injuries.
WorkSafe WA charged ICS, ICS director Adam
Tony Forsyth and ICS manager Luke Fraser
Corderoy with breaching section 19 (“Duties of
employers”) of the OSH Act in failing to provide
24
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Valmont, which was the main contractor
for the relevant stage of the refurbishment
project, was charged with breaching section
22 (“Duties of persons who have control
of workplaces”) in failing to ensure nonemployees weren’t exposed to hazards, but it
wasn’t accused of causing the fatality.

“The truck driver was
struck and knocked to
the ground by a straddle
carnier, which then ran
over his leg.”
The Court heard that prior to the fall, Valmont’s
site supervisor saw the teenage worker and
his manager working on the atrium framework
without safety harnesses or other suitable
height safety measures and called them
down before instructing them to wear their
harnesses and personal protective equipment.
But these instructions did little to improve their
safety because there weren’t any adequate fall
prevention systems in the atrium for them to
connect their harnesses to, it heard.
In the second case, in Victoria, employer
Spotlight Pty Ltd was fined $150,000 (without
conviction), plus $4,217 in costs, after pleading
guilty to breaching section 26 (“Duties of
persons who manage or control workplaces”)
of the State OHS Act.
Spotlight was charged after a self-employed
truck driver who regularly delivered and picked

up shipping containers at its Laverton North
distribution centre was struck and knocked to
the ground by a straddle carrier, which then ran
over his left leg.
When a nearby worker tried to alert the carrier
operator that something had gone wrong, the
operator reversed the carrier and ran over the
truck driver’s leg again. He sustained serious
thigh, knee, ankle and foot injuries, and his
fourth toe was later amputated.
The Werribee Magistrates Court heard that at
the time of the April 2018 incident, Spotlight
had a documented procedure for safely
unloading vehicles using mobile plant but had
not implemented it.
It failed to ensure vehicles were positioned
in a safe zone appropriately separated from
a designated pedestrian path during the
unloading process, the Court heard.
Further, the relevant loading and unloading
zones weren’t marked, while paint marking the
pedestrian path had faded, which contributed
to the straddle carrier travelling onto the path
and striking the truck driver, it heard.
After the incident, Spotlight: marked out
all loading, exclusion and driver safety
zones; decommissioned the straddle
carrier; employed a security officer to direct
vehicle drivers; and communicated its
traffic management plan to companies that
performed relevant activities for it, the Court
heard.
“The Valmont site supervisor did not follow his
own company’s procedures for dealing with
non-conformance and taking corrective action,
so the company deserved to be prosecuted
over their failure to protect workers,” WorkSafe
WA Commissioner Darren Kavanagh said.

SOLID OUTCOME AT VISY
The workers at Visy logistics boxed up
their new agreement with a neat bow
this month.
They’re set to get wage rises over the
3 year agreement of 2% in year one,
1.75% increase in year 2 and 1.75% In
year 3.
It’s a pretty solid outcome, and I’d
like to acknowledge the work of the
membership and Delegates Dave
Anderson and Matt Bailey.
Sometimes getting pay rises feels like
squeezing blood from a stone, so they
did a remarkable job of securing the rises
they did. Well done.

Congratulations to the Delegates
& members at Visy who boxed
up a great new agreement.

Our TWU Delegates
were quick to work out
that by the company
paying less to new
starters would pose a threat to the job
security of those already employed at
the company.

These Delegates worked to ensure the
workplace agreement was fair across
the board.
And that the provision ensured the
conditions remain as they are with no
backward steps.

says JOHN CUTRALI
Including protecting valuable overtime
rates.
Stories like these are exactly why it pays
to be union. To pick up the company’s
dodgy practises early and squash them
before they get out of control.

Congratulations to the workforce at
Visy.

Of course, it wasn’t all smooth sailing.
The company had initially tried to
grandfather the new starters. And
weaken the integrity of the agreement
by starting out newbies on the Award
+ 10.
There was no way of ensuring by
agreement with Visy that new starters
would be paid Visy rates under labour
hire or put on the Visy payroll in a
reasonable time frame.

Some proud Members happy with
the outcome of negotiations.

RAND IS DRAGGING THEIR FEET

The agreement expired last
December and if the company
doesn’t stop stalling the
workers will take matters
into their own hands.

With the Rand agreement having expired
in December last year, Delegates at Rand
have been working hard to negotiate a
new agreement for their workmates.

interested in the refrigerated logistics
side of the business.

The refrigerated logistics chain owned by
AHG has recently undergone a sale with
Australian owned AP Eagers, the car
dealership.

Despite this, the offer on the table for the
drivers isn’t bad.

driver present as a condition in the
agreement.

It’s a 2% increase in the first year and
a $2,000 bonus on sign on with 2.3%
being offered second year.

Yet, phones are a tool the drivers are
expected to have and to use on the job.

The grape vine tells us that the sale was
for the car yards and AP Eagers aren’t

So, we might be reporting on another
business owning Rand in the near future.

Except the workers can’t sign on too
early.
Because the company has been
delaying the process and putting it
on the backburner, time and time
again.
They want to string out the
backpay to a year from expiry, so it
balances out the scorecard.
And their stalling tactics are
unique.

Rand delegates keen to resolve
this agreement ASAP!

Trying to integrate clauses in the
agreement like rejecting reasonable
phone allowances the guys get for
using their private mobiles.
And demanding the handover
of personal phones during
investigations without the

Put simply, if the company isn’t going to
pay for it, the guys won’t use them.
Which will only hinder the company’s
practises. No skin off these guys’ noses.
The main sticking points for the workers
remain, for a wage rise and backpay and
members want income protection and
redundancy payments (3 week for each
year of employment capped at 52 weeks)
afforded to all Rand employees, including
new starters.
The workers are keen to dig their feet
in for as long as it takes before the
company gets it act together.
After delay after delay the union is
putting pressure on to make sure that is
sooner than later.
The Wheel Autumn 2019
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PERTH - PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME - DERBY
SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICES
SPECIALISING IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT
We have all DG licences including Explosives & Radioactive Licences

21 Carolyn Way, Forrestfield WA 6058

Supporting the Transport Workers Union

“Still the Best”

Open 7 Days to keep
you looking fresh
throughout the west

Australia’s Premium Accident Solution

OUTBACK
GENUINE
HOSPITALITY

• Ph: (08) 9410 0111
• Fax: (08) 9410 0114
• e: evan@bulletwash.com.au
• 1434 Rockingham Road,
Kwinana 6165

YOU DESERVE IT

TW

M

Try our exclusive underbody
steam and interior cleaning

Transport Specialist
www.bulletwash.com.au

Plan a stay at the grand old Queen of the Murchison
Guest House & Cafe, and soak in the history of Cue.
Admire the preserved buildings, fossick for gold,
Accident
Assistance
Hours
7 days
photograph
amazing
sunsets. New24
owners
Darryl
& Joyce
Penny formerly ofCall
Emu 1800
Creek Station
are flat out creating
999 111
a fresh environment for travellers & workers.

Truckies Recommended for Full Support

SERVICING THE TWU DRIVERS AND ROADTRAINS

Andrew Bellman

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP
Kalgoorlie Manager

With over 48 years in the Heavy Vehicle Smash Repair
Industry, Parins are specialists in Prime Movers, Trucks,
Buses and Trailers on behalf of all major insurers.

Lot 13611
Great Northern Highway, Wubin
P 08 9021
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)
adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013

60 Great Eastern Highway
• Open
days - 5.30am til very late
Kalgoorlie
WA 7
6430

Address: 53 Austin St, Cue 6640
320 Victoria
Road,
Malaga
Tel: (08)
9963
162 WA 6090
E: info@queenofthemurchison.com.au
www.parins.com.au
Web: www.queenofthemurchison.com.au

•Take away food, Dine in restaurant

www.rockysown.com.au
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel

• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

Perth to Kalgoorlie

PO B
COO
WA 6

SUPPORTING THE TWU

Express Group WA

RETURN DAILY

F

H Refrigeration Transport and Distribution H
Depots in Perth, Bunbury and Albany
Phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
Email: mark.m@swexpress.com.au

At Sykes Transport we pride ourselves on our unique ability to
customise transport packages to suit our individual customer’s
needs, which is why many businesses in Western Australia
choose us as their mainstay long term transport, storage and
logistics supplier.
• Minesite Deliveries
• General Freight
• Controlled Waste
• Major Projects
• Licensed Weighbridges

8 Palmer Crescent,
Bunbury 6230

TRUCK DISTRIBUTION SPECIALISTS

DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they are the original w
publisher is not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes every reasonable effort to verif
for publication but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject, e
Trucks
Experience
severe penaltiesLeading
for falsePerformance
and misleading
advertising. Because
it is not possible for this magazine’s staff to chec
Kenworth and
DAF new
sales
45 years’ experience in the transport
or companies submitting
material
fortruck
publication.

www.bishopstransport.com.au
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Kalgoorlie Depot:

and construction industries

World Class Support

Parts Experts

models of trucks

Comprehensive retail parts outlets
with experts that are here to help

The Wheel Autumn
2019
Servicing all
makes and

NEW & USED SALES, SERVICE & PARTS
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9022 4546

Perth Depot:

9353 5577
www.sykestransport.com.au
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US TODAY ON (08) 9359 7400

PERTH - PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME - DERBY
SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICES
SPECIALISING IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT
BIG ENOUGH
TO TRUST
SMALL
ENOUGH TO
CARE
We have all DG licences
including
Explosives
& Radioactive
Licences
www.cjd.com.au | (08) 9359 7400 | kenworthadmin@cjd.com.au
Facebook.com/cjdequipment

21 Carolyn Way,
Forrestfield WA 6058
Instagram.com/cjd_equipment

Linkedin.com/company/cjd-equipment
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ADVICE ISN’T FREE
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JW & DL Logie
PAID BY THE WEEK Transport
THE BATHTUB TEST

A worker who was being paid by the week During a visit to the mental asylum, I asked
approached his employer and held up
the director how to you determine whether or
Sheep
B-Train
• 4 Decks
3 Decks
not &
a patient
should be institutionalised?
his last paycheck. “This
is two
hundred
said the director “we fill up a bathtub
dollars less than we agreed
on,” he
said. • 2Well,
Cattle
B-Train
Decks
and then we offer a teaspoon, a teacup and

“I know,” the employer said. “But last
a bucket to the patient and ask him or her to
PERTH
- PORT HEDLAND
- KARRATHA
- DERBY
week I overpaid
you two hundred
dollars, - BROOME
empty the bathtub”
John
Logie
SCHEDULED
GENERAL
&
REFRIGERATED
SERVICES
and you never complained.”
“Oh, I understand” I said “A normal person
SPECIALISING IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT

(08) 9885 1270
would use the bucket because its bigger than
“Well,
I don’t
mind
an occasional
We have
all DG
licences
including Explosives & Radioactive Licences
the spoon or the teacup”
Mobile:
953
410Forrestfield WA 6058
mistake,” the worker answered,
“but0428
21 Carolyn Way,
“No” said
the director “A normal person
when it gets to be a habit, I feel I have to
would pull the plug. Do you want a bed near
call it to your attention.”
the window?”
********************************
www.bishopstransport.com.au
TWU MEMBERS, TRUCK
DRIVERS &********************************
COMPANIES

FOR YOUR NEXT FUNCTION CALL

MALTHOUSE

Southern Star Stretch Limousines

Southern Star
• school balls • weddings
Stretch Limousines
• anniversaries • birthdays
is a reliable stretch
• airport transfer
limousine service
• all occasions
that provides
luxurious
travel escorts
PERTH
- PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME
throughout Perth.

Brewing Supplies

- DERBY
10%

Beers • Spirits • Liqueurs

SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICESdiscount for
IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT
school balls
AnSPECIALISING
intimate,
only
owner-run
operation,
We have
all DG licences including Explosives & Radioactive Licences

45 Welshpool Road, Welshpool
6106
21 Carolyn Way,
Forrestfield WA 6058
(near Albany Highway) Phone Phone:
9361 0438
6424930 676
Email: info@southernstarlimousines.com.au
Web: www.malthouse.com.au

Southern Star
can meet any
high-class travel
needs you may
require.

www.southernstarlimousines.com.au

“Still the Best”

Open 7 Days to keep
you looking fresh
Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest
throughout the west

MORTLOCK
• Ph:
(08) 9410 0111
FABRICATION
& REPAIRS
• Fax: (08) 9410 0114
AVON VALLEY

• e: evan@bulletwash.com.au
• 1434 Rockingham Road,
Kwinana 6165

TRUCK BODY SPECIALIST

Try our exclusive underbody

Truck & Trailer Modifications
steam and interior cleaning
PO Box 4021
Ph: (08) 9331 6348
All types of Welding & Steel Fabrications

Truckies Recommended for ABN:
Full Support
www.bulletwash.com.au
COOLBELLUP
Fax: (08) 9331 8401
24 894 844 393
1168 FAX: 9629
1269
E: rds-trucks@iinet.net.au
WA 6163 PHONE: 9629
Mob: 0408
953 647

A doctor and a lawyer are talking at a
party. Their conversation is constantly
interrupted by people describing their
ailments and asking the doctor for free
medical advice. After an hour of this,
the exasperated doctor asks the lawyer,
“What do you do to stop people from
asking you for legal advice when you’re
out of the office?” “I give it to them,”
replies the lawyer, “and then I send them
a bill.” The doctor is shocked, but agrees
to give it a try. The next day, still feeling
slightly guilty, the doctor prepares the
bills. When he goes to place them in his
mailbox, he finds a bill from the lawyer.

********************************

JW & DL Logie
Transport
In class one day, Mr. Johnson pulled Johnny over to his desk
LITTLE JOHNNY JOKE

after a test, and said, “Johnny I have a feeling that you have
Sheep
B-Train
• 4was
Decks
& 3 Decks
been cheating on your
tests.”
Johnny
astounded
and
asked Mr. Johnson to prove
it. “Well,
said •Mr.
Johnson, I was
Cattle
B-Train
2 Decks
looking over your test and the question was, ‘Who was our
first president?’, and the little girl that sits next to you, Mary,
Logie
put ‘George Washington,’ and so John
did you.”
“So, everyone
(08) 9885
1270
knows that he was the first president.”
“Well,
just wait a
minute,” said Mr. Johnson.Mobile:
“The next
question
was, ‘Who
0428 953 410
freed the slaves?’ Mary put Abraham Lincoln and so did you.”
“Well, I read the history book last night and I remembered
that,” said Johnny. “Wait, wait,” said Mr. Johnson. “The
TWU
MEMBERS,
TRUCK
DRIVERS
& COMPANIES
next
question
was, ‘Who
was president
during
the Louisiana
NEXT
FUNCTION
CALL
Purchase?’FOR
MaryYOUR
put ‘I don’t
know,’
and you put,
‘Me neither’.

MALTHOUSE
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Brewing Supplies

Beers • Spirits • Liqueurs

45 Welshpool Road, Welshpool 6106
(near Albany Highway) Phone 9361 6424
Web: www.malthouse.com.au

EMAIL : morfab1@bigpond.com
LOT 463
ST, GOOMALLING
6460
SERVICING
THEMAIN
TWU DRIVERS
AND ROADTRAINS
Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest

BP WUBIN
TRUCK STOP
MORTLOCK
FABRICATION & REPAIRS
Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin

Phone
Tania
Burns

(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

/ Fax: 9664 1013
AVON VALLEY

Director TRUCK
BODY
SPECIALIST
• Open 7 days
- 5.30am
til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant

Truck
& Trailer Modifications
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
All types of Welding
Steel Fabrications
• EFTPOS &
machines
platinum
dealer
• Toilet
and Shower
PHONE:
9629
1168 facilities
FAX: and
9629 1269
ALLEMAIL
MAJOR :CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME
morfab1@bigpond.com

Address Unit 1, Lot 21
South Western Hwy,
RECOMMENDED STOPByford
OVER!
WA 6122

LOTA463 MAIN ST, GOOMALLING 6460

Byford Tyre Service

SUPPORTING THE TWU

Phone
08 9525
1215
hey are the original work of the authors, and that the views are not
necessarily
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of the publisher. The
onable effort to verify information. Editorial staff accept no responsibility
for08
accuracy
of material submitted
Fax
9525 1075

PO Box 4021
COOLBELLUP
WA 6163

ABN: 24 894 844 393
E: rds-trucks@iinet.net.au

Ph: (08) 9331 6348
Fax: (08) 9331 8401
Mob: 0408 953 647
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For the people who keep
Australia moving.
In a world that never stops
moving, where supply is
frantically trying to keep
up with demand, time has
become our most valuable
commodity.
From the food in our supermarkets,
to the petrol in our cars, none of
it would exist if it weren’t for the
people who, day in day out, keep
Australia moving – you.

So at TWUSUPER, we’re proud to be
the people who look after you.
And we do this by investing
over $380 million in Australian
infrastructure – the roads, bridges,
stations, airports and ports that
keep Australia moving.

TWUSUPER.COM.AU
for the people who
keep Australia moving.

And, as your Industry SuperFund,
we’ve delivered more to our
members over the past 15 years
than the average retail super fund.

Disclaimer: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance and should never be the sole factor considered when selecting a fund. Comparisons modelled by SuperRatings, commissioned by TWUSUPER
and shows average differences in net benefit of TWUSUPER’s balanced investment option and the main balanced options of retail funds tracked by SuperRatings, with a 3 (147 funds), 10 (77 funds) and 15 (45 funds) year
performance history, taking into account historical earnings and fees – excluding contribution, entry, exit and additional adviser fees. Outcomes vary between individual funds. Modelling as at 30 June 2018. TWU Nominees
Pty Ltd, ABN 67 002 835 412, AFSL 239163, is the trustee of TWUSUPER ABN 77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it. Transuper and TransPersonal are divisions of TWUSUPER. This information is of a general nature and
does not take into account your personal objectives, situation or needs. Before acting on this information, you should consider your objectives, financial situation and needs. A copy of the product disclosure statement
should be obtained from TWUSUPER (at www.twusuper.com.au or by calling 1800 222 071) and considered carefully before you make a decision to acquire the product or continue to hold the product.
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30 YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF
Columnist
ANNUAL LEAVE CASE TWUby Guest
Member ‘COLIN’
Understanding history is vital to
understanding & adjusting to
change. 30 years wasn’t very long
ago, and this particular
case highlights just
how important &
relevant unions are.
Today many full-time and part-time
employees in WA enjoy the entitlement
of a minimum 4 weeks paid annual leave
every year.
For younger employees, this entitlement
has always been there.
And they have not known a world without
it.
In fact, it was only 30 years ago when
a decision was handed down to ensure
paid annual leave existed for all full-time
and part-time employees in Western
Australia.
We often hear members say, ‘what has
the Union ever done for me?
Well here is your answer!
August 2019 marks the 30th anniversary
of the Western Australian Industrial
Relations Commission (‘WAIRC’) handing
down its decision awarding the annual
leave entitlement to those full-time and
part-time ‘award-free’ employees’.
A decision that would not have occurred
without the work of unions.
Before that, employees covered by an
industrial award or agreement of the
Western Australian Industrial Relations
Commission (‘WAIRC’) were entitled
to annual leave. But those employees
whose employment was not covered by
an award or agreement were not.
Award-free employees included;
real estate agents, beauticians, and
employees in newer industries at the
time such as computing and information
technology.
But typically, award-free occupations
were managerial roles, such as managers
and assistant managers.
In those days it was not uncommon for
an employer to classify an employee into
an award-free classification in order to
seek to avoid the employers’ obligations
under an award.
An example of this was a young fast food
establishment employee working on a
part-time basis and accruing annual leave.
The employer would then offer the
employee a ‘promotion’ into an ‘assistant
manager’ position, only for the employee
to later learn that they had lost their
annual leave entitlement as they were

now award-free!
The history of this matter began with
an application by the Trades and Labor
Council of WA (‘TLC’ now known as
‘UnionsWA’) to the WAIRC.
In the application the TLC also sought
minimum sick leave conditions for awardfree employees.
Unsurprisingly the application was
opposed by the Confederation of WA
Industry (Inc) (the boss’ union and now
known as ‘Chamber of Commerce of
WA’), who argued, among other things,
that the ‘sky would fall in’ if the
application was approved.
Some things never change!
In arriving at its decision, the WAIRC
commented that there was a need for a
minimum entitlement to annual leave to
be automatically included in employment
contracts of full-time and part-time
employees.

“The WA Chamber of
Commerce argued that
the ‘sky would fall in’
if the application was
approved.”
That it was clear from the stories
of award-free workers that many
employment contracts were not
comprehensive enough and omitted to
include annual leave entitlements.
Bottom-line - employees negotiating
their own workplace agreements were
unable to prove their annual leave claims.
The Order of the WAIRC applied from
7 November 1989 but did not apply
to casual employees or to employees
whose employment was regulated by
an award of the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission (now known as
‘Fair Work Commission’).
The Annual General Order formed the
basis of the statutory annual leave
entitlements later included in the
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act
1993 (WA) and the Annual Leave National
Employment Standard in the Fair Work
Act 2009 (Cth).
In WA today, full-time and part-time
workers are afforded an entitlement of
four weeks annual leave per year.
Accruing at the rate of ‘1/13th of a weeks’
pay for each completed week of service’.
So when you are asked by your manager
about the relevance of unions, point them
to this decision and encourage them to
join their union.
Without the work of unions these
decisions would not be possible.

FINANCIAL
SCAMS TO LOOK
OUT FOR ON
YOUR NEXT TRIP
Travel scams cost Australians
millions of dollars every year.
Here’s industry super fund-owned bank
ME’s quick rundown on some common
travel scams to avoid.
Skimming
Skimming is where thieves use a small
device to capture (skim) and store your
credit card information while you’re
doing a regular transaction. They then
proceed to drain your bank account or
max out your credit card.
To avoid skimming:
• Never let your credit card out of your
sights.
• Try and only use ATMs located in
reputable banks.
• Cover your hand when entering your
PIN.
Old school pick-pocketing
There will be different techniques – such
as bumping into you or masquerading as
a charity worker with clipboards, using
the guise of a street performance, or
even offering to help carry your suitcase
or backpack.
Being alert and knowing what to look
out for can help, but unfortunately if
pickpockets strike, block your card
immediately and check your account for
unwanted transactions.
Public Wi-Fi
Avoid public Wi-Fi at all costs. It’s often
not secure and some scammers lure
you in with free Wi-Fi in order to install
malware on your device.
They fake it until they make it
To avoid being given counterfeit money,
change your cash in reputable places
in Australia before you go. Familiarise
yourself with these notes, so that once
you’re overseas you’re less prone to
accept the fakes.
When you get back, make sure you
continue checking your account regularly
as sometimes scammers wait a couple
of weeks or months before withdrawing
money from your account.
This article is brought to you by ME.
For more information, please visit
www.mebank.com.au
Members Equity Bank Limited ABN 56 070
887 679 AFSL and Australian Credit Licence
229500.
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phone: 9242 2328 Fax: 9242 2860
11 ulm Street, osborne park 6017

Phone: 08 9475 6555 Fax: 08 9475 6500
Email:“Shaping
admin@australiancivil.com.au
a skilled workforce for our future”
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PLACID ARK
ROADHOUSE

Sheep B-Train • 4 Decks & 3 Decks
Cattle B-Train • 2 Decks

SUPPORT

Placid Ark is now an Independent.
A WEST
PERTH - PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME
- DERBY
AUSTRALIAN
We have
more
freedom
to
better
SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICES
TEAM
SPECIALISING
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serve
our customers.
We have all DG licences including Explosives & Radioactive Licences

We have teamed up with
21 Carolyn Way,which
Forrestfield WA 6058
gives us access to a great card deal providing
customers up to 3cpl discount at any outlet.

INTERSTATE HAULAGE
“Still the Best”
You can find us at
CONTRACTORS
Open
7 Days
to keep
6947
South
Western

PLACID ARK
ROADHOUSE

Ph: 9356 8566

you looking
Highway,
Coolupfresh
Phone:
9530 3293
throughout
the west

Fax: 9356 8577

S U P P L I E S

• Ph: (08) 9410 0111
• Fax: (08) 9410 0114
• e: evan@bulletwash.com.au
• 1434 Rockingham Road,
Kwinana 6165

BUS DRIVERS

We have vacancies for permanent part time bus drivers at our depots in
John Logie
Welshpool, Kalamunda, Malaga and Bayswater
in Perth WA.

(08)
9885
1270
Applicants must be well presented,
reliable
people
with a good driving
record, excellent customer skills
and
enjoy
shift
work.
Mobile: 0428 953 410
We guarantee 30 hours work per week for Part time work and overtime
is also available regularly. Part time positions will lead to full time
positions as vacancies occur.

TWU MEMBERS, TRUCK DRIVERS & COMPANIES

The minimum licence requirement for applicants is MR preferably with
FOR YOUR NEXT FUNCTION CALL
an “F” Extension.

MALTHOUSE

Application forms can be downloaded from our website at path.com.au
or can be mailed to you on request – call us on 1800 116 386.
We look forward to hearing from you

Brewing Supplies

Beers • Spirits • Liqueurs
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A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

SUPPORTING THE TWU

Express Group WA

Sea, Air and Road Freight from Perth
Express-Link is a dynamic transport company providing worldwide express courier
shipments.
Western Australian owned and run for over a decade, Express-Link delivers complete
transport solutions, online tracking and proof of delivery.
Strategically located only two kilometres from Perth International Airport, ExpressLink are Western Australia’s expert choice for interstate freight, domestic air freight,
international freight and worldwide container cartage.
Contact us today to organise the best freight services around.

Phone: 08 6254 0444
www.expresslink.com.au
PO
Box 4021
COOLBELLUP
WA 6163
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45 Welshpool Road, Welshpool 6106
(near Albany Highway) Phone 9361 6424
Web: www.malthouse.com.au

ABN: 24 894 844 393
E: rds-trucks@iinet.net.au

Ph: (08) 9331 6348
Fax: (08) 9331 8401
Mob: 0408 953 647

Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest
6/5/19 11:40 am

MORTLOCK
FABRICATION & REPAIRS

6/5/19 11:40 am

AVON VALLEY

TRUCK BODY SPECIALIST
H Refrigeration Transport and Distribution H
Depots in Perth, Bunbury and Albany
Phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
Email: mark.m@swexpress.com.au

8 Palmer Crescent,
Bunbury 6230

Truck & Trailer Modifications
All types of Welding & Steel Fabrications

PHONE: 9629 1168 FAX: 9629 1269
EMAIL : morfab1@bigpond.com
LOT 463 MAIN ST, GOOMALLING 6460

DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they are the original work of the authors, and that the views are not necessarily those of the publisher. The
publisher is not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes every reasonable effort to verify information. Editorial staff accept no responsibility for accuracy of material submitted
for publication but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject, edit and rearrange any item submitted for publication.The Trade Practices Act provides
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TWU Owner Driver Guideline Rates
Based on Vehicles 5 YEARS OLD & Diesel Price Averages in JUNE 2019

RATES
AUGUST 2019

Based on diesel fuel cost of
148.2c per litre (inc GST)

Based on diesel fuel cost of
152.9c per litre (inc GST)

Based on diesel fuel cost of
161.7c per litre (inc GST)

VEHICLES 5 YEARS OLD

One Driver

One Driver

One Driver

Heavy Vehicle Type

Hourly rate
(exc GST)

5 Tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$56.85

$79.82

$1.20

$81.04

$1.22

8 tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$58.88

$80.72

$1.22

$81.94

$1.24

15 tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$66.70

$90.59

$1.37

$91.81

$1.39

22.5 tonne GVM
(rigid truck, 2 axles)

$73.42

$101.98

$1.54

$103.46

$1.56

Prime mover (haulier)
2 axles, 31.5 tonne GVM

$77.67

$110.88

$1.67

$113.10

$1.71

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 1 trailer
42.5 tonne GVM

$83.09

$117.82

$1.78

$120.32

$1.82

Pocket road train (haulier)
79 tonne GVM

$97.07

$142.08

$2.14

$145.69

$2.20

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 2 trailers
79 tonne GVM

$96.86

$142.08

$2.14

$145.69

$2.20

$155.00

$2.34

$159.40

$2.40

METROPOLITAN

Prime mover (haulier)
3 axles, 3 trailers
122.5 tonne GVM

REGIONAL

NORTH WEST

Hourly rate Rate per km Hourly rate Rate per km
(exc GST)
(exc GST)
(exc GST)
(exc GST)

Prime mover + 1 trailer
42.5 tonne GVM

$92.02

$135.26

$4.07

$137.75

$4.15

Prime mover + 2 trailers
79 tonne GVM

$111.30

$164.23

$4.95

$167.84

$5.06

$181.54

$5.45

$185.94

$5.60

$168.28

$5.07

$171.57

$5.16

Prime mover + 3 trailers
122.5 tonne GVM
B-Double
62.5 tonne GVM

$111.82

PLEASE NOTE
● The above rates have been derived from a comprehensive schedule
of Owner Driver costings compiled by an independant consultant
● They are based on vehicles that are 5+years old.
● The Regional Hauler rates are for all kilometres travelled on a
RETURN TRIP.
● The Regional Full-Rigger rates are based on a ONE WAY TRIP
Authorised by Branch Secretary Tim Dawson TWU WA

The TWU maintains that the Guideline Rates in the above schedule are the
minimum payments for running a safe and sustainable owner truck driver
operation. The TWU will assist owner-driver members in
negotiating appropriate safe and sustainable rates
with prime contractors & hirers.
1800 657 477

info@twuwa.org.au
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World Class Support
Servicing all makes and

Every year in WA, thousands of people are impacted
by road crashes. The result of a crash can have a
devastating impact on those directly affected as well
as those around them.

13 14 69

Road Trauma Support WA (RTSWA) is a state-wide
service supporting anyone impacted by road trauma
in WA. There is no time limit for when the incident
occurred or level of involvement.
information and support
to those who have been involved in and/or injured in
a crash. This includes families, friends, carers, those
The Wheel Autumn 19.indd 28
who have witnessed or been first on the scene, first
responders and those who may have caused a road
crash to occur.
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If you or someone you know is in
need of support, call 1300 004 814
or email admin@rtswa.org.au
Hotel - Motel: En-suite Rooms
Café - Licensed Restaurant
BIG ENOUGH TO TRUST SMALL ENOUGH TO CARE
Caravan Park - Drive Through Powered Sites
www.cjd.com.au | (08) 9359 7400 | kenworthadmin@cjd.com.au
Quality FuelsLinkedin.com/company/cjd-equipment
- 24 hours
Facebook.com/cjdequipment
Instagram.com/cjd_equipment

6/5/19 11:40 am

We have specialised counsellors offering free face
to face counselling from our Leederville office. We
also provide via telephone or online support for those
outside the metropolitan area or who may have
difficulty getting to us.
This is a self-referral service, meaning you don’t
need to provide a referral from a medical or health
professional. You can also refer a friend or family
member via a third party referral. However, we require
their signature to provide consent for us to contact
them.
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you moving
We also have a series of fact sheets available on our
website
(www.rtswa.org.au). These were developed
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1800 240 432 | ajg.com.au/our-purpose
or visit ajg.com.au/transport

Road Trauma Support WA

An Australian icon for 60 years.
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for 60Australia.
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Proudly
servicing
Western
Proudly servicing Western Australia.
An Australian icon for 60 years.
Proudlyservicing
servicing Western
Western Australia.
Proudly
Australia

for over 40 years
35B Sarich Court,Osborne Park WA 6017

9244 2999
www.linfox.com
www.fastacouriers.com.au
www.linfox.com

REF2507-0919-1.1

www.linfox.com
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Last
Laugh
Tongue twister
A guy gets run over by a red lorry then a yellow lorry then a red lorry then a
yellow lorry then a red lorry then a yellow lorry. The police man who is sent
to inform the man’s family knocks on the door and says “it’s going to be
hard to tell you this...”
***************************************************************

Bill needs a raise
Bill walks into his boss’s office one day and says, “Sir, I’ll be straight
with you, I know the economy isn’t great, but I’ve got three companies
after me, and I’d like to respectfully ask for a raise.”
After a few minutes of haggling. the boss finally agrees to give him a 5
percent raise, and Bill happily gets up to leave.
“By the way,” asks the boss as Bill is leaving his office, “which three
companies are after you?”
Bill replies, “The electric company, water company, and phone
company.”
************************************************************

Virus
A highly contagious virus called “Weekly Overload Recreational
Killer” (WORK) is currently going around. If you come in contact
with this WORK virus, you should immediately go to the nearest
“Biological Anxiety Relief” (BAR) centre to take antidotes known as
“Work Isolating Neutralizer Extract” (WINE), “Radioactive UnWORK
Medicine” (RUM), “Bothersome Employer Elimination Rebooter”
(BEER) or “Vaccine Official Depression Killing Antigen” (VODKA).

FARMER JOE AND HIS MULE
Farmer Joe decided his injuries from his
recent accident were serious enough to
take the trucking company responsible
for the accident to court. In court, the
trucking company’s fancy lawyer was
questioning farmer Joe.
“Didn’t you say, at the scene of the
accident, that you were fine?”
‘’Well, I’ll tell you what happened. I had
just loaded my favourite mule Bessie
into the--”
‘’I didn’t ask for any details,’’ the lawyer
interrupted. ‘’Just answer the question.
Did you not say, at the scene of the
accident, that you were fine?”
‘’Well I had just got Bessie into the
trailer and was driving down the road--’’
‘’Judge, I am trying to establish the

fact that, at the scene of the
accident, this man told the
Highway Patrolman on the
scene that he was just fine.
Now several weeks after the
accident he is trying to sue my
client. I believe he is a fraud.
Please tell him to simply answer the
question.’’ By this time the Judge was
fairly interested in Farmer Joe’s answer
and told the lawyer so.
‘’Well,” said the farmer, “as I was
saying, I had just loaded Bessie, my
favourite mule, into the trailer and was
driving her down the highway when
this huge semi-truck and trailer ran the
stop sign and smacked my truck right
in the side. I was thrown into one ditch
and Bessie was thrown into the other. I
was hurting real bad and didn’t want to

move. However, I could hear ol’ Bessie
moaning and groaning. I knew she was
in terrible shape just by her groans.
Shortly after the accident a Highway
Patrolman came on the scene. He could
hear Bessie moaning and groaning so
he went over to her. After he looked at
her he took out his gun and shot her
between the eyes. Then the Patrolman
came across the road with his gun in
his hand and looked at me. He said,
‘Your mule was in such bad shape I had
to shoot her. How are you feeling?’”
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MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
FORRESTFIELD: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
BIBRA LAKE: 2 Selkis Rd - 9331 9331
MALAGA: 65 Crocker Dr - 9241 7999
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

(08) 6313 3000

